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Summary 

 

 

Predicting reservoir properties in Clastic environment 

with discrete sands has always been a challenge. 

Various seismic attributes are associated to some 

specific geological regimes. 3D PSTM data of 

B12/C26 area was used to extract the RMS 

Amplitude volume, Impedance volume, Sweetness & 

Relative Acoustic Impedance (RAI) Volumes. Multi-

attribute analysis has helped in identifying probable 

pay-sands. Volume rendering and blending of 

different attributes facilitated spatial and temporal 

visualization in the volume. 

 

Introduction 

 

Tapti-Daman sector is located in the north-eastern 

part of Mumbai Offshore Basin, along the Western 

Continental Margin of Indian subcontinent. Active 

exploration for the past four decades has resulted in 

discovery of numerous hydrocarbon pools in the 

sector.  Thick clastic sequence, deposited during 

Early and Late Oligocene has been a great challenge 

in terms of reservoir identification & delineation.  

 

 
Figure 1: RMS amplitude 92 ms below Daman 

Formation top, demonstrating channel 

geometries 

Oligocene sequence was deposited in a marginal-

marine to marine set up in a shallow bathymetry with 

oscillating sea levels. The Late Oligocene (Daman 

Formation) sediments have been observed to 

demonstrate anastomosing channel pattern (Fig. 1) in 

the study area, comprising of discrete sands. Recent 

exploration has proved that the hydrocarbon 

entrapment in this area are dominantly strati-

structural to stratigraphic; mostly being gas charged. 

 

Seismic Amplitude of Daman Sands 

 

Gas-sands in the area exhibit high amplitude in the 

seismic section, thus MPA (Maximum Positive 

Amplitude) attribute was the earlier approach in 

delineation of the channel geometries. In this 

geological regime, seismic amplitude anomaly may 

be a direct indication of presence of gas charged 

sands or may be an indicative of dry reservoir. Hence 

consideration of amplitude alone as an indicator, may 

lead in deciphering varied results. 

 

 
Figure 2: Well-A showing Pay-Horizons and their 

respective amplitude response on seismic 

Seismic amplitude anomalies in clastic environment 

may be generated due to numerous reasons. Low 

impedance gas sands sandwiched between shale 

layers give rise to amplitude anomalies, whereas thin 

geological formation with varying thickness may 

give rise to amplitude variation, due to tuning 

phenomena (Vernengo et. al., 2017). 

 

A representative Well-A shows the lithology with the 

corresponding correlated pay horizons. In this well, 

SD30 is the pay top and is characterized by amplitude 

burst on the corresponding seismic section in Fig.2. 

The pay top nomenclature has also been marked on 

the well-section for convenience. 

 



Multi-attribute approach 

 

The seismic gas-sand delineation has primarily been 

based on physical and geometrical attributes. 

Utilization of physical attributes thus provides 

pertinent additional information on reservoir 

distribution in space and time, hence influencing the 

analysis of prospects and development of oil and gas 

fields (Vail et al., 1977). To negate the effect of the 

other depositional strata, the Late Oligocene 

sequence was rendered separately from the stacked 

seismic and the attribute analysis was steered on this 

isolated seismic volume. In the prevailing scenario, 

Amplitude Envelope, Frequency and Phase of the 

generated Seismic data were expected to deliver 

substantial information on the fluid characteristics of 

Daman sands. Accordingly, Sweetness, RMS 

Amplitude and RAI attributes were generated in the 

entire Late Oligocene sequence, where in, maximum 

of the pay-sands, proved so far in the sector, are 

present.  

 

Sweetness Attribute: Sweetness is the 

implementation of two combined attributes 

(Envelope and Instantaneous Frequency) and is used 

for the identification of features where the overall 

energy signatures change in the seismic data. The 

definition of sweetness is motivated by the 

observation that, in young clastic sedimentary basins, 

sweet spots imaged on seismic data tend to have high 

amplitudes and low frequencies. Hence, high 

sweetness values are those that most likely indicate 

oil and gas (Radovich and Oliveros, 1998). The 

advantage of using this attribute instead of the 

original seismic trace values is that it is independent 

of the phase or polarity of the seismic data, both of 

which affect the apparent brightness of a reflection. 

(Koson et al., 2014) 
 

 

RMS Amplitude: RMS Amplitude computes Root 

Mean Squares on instantaneous trace samples over a 

specified window (Fig. 4). RMS amplitude provides 

a scaled estimate of the trace envelope. It is 

computed in a sliding tapered window of N 

samples as the square-root of the sum of all the 

trace values. RMS amplitude resembles a smoother 

version of reflection strength. It is applied in the 

same way as reflection strength to reveal bright 

spots and amplitude anomalies in the seismic data. 

In contrast with reflection strength, the resolution 

can be set by changing the window length; longer 

windows produce smoother amplitude estimation, 

which is sometimes useful. This attribute is useful 

to highlight coarser-grained facies, compaction 

related effects and unconformities. (Koson et al., 

2014) 
 

RAI Attribute: Acoustic Impedance is the product 

of density and seismic velocity, which varies among 

different rock layers. The difference in acoustic 

impedance between rock layers affects the reflection 

coefficient. It is also a measure of the ease at which 

the seismic waves can pass through the earth. At a 

well, it usually is calculated using DT and RHOB 

logs. Relative acoustic impedance is a running sum of 

regularly sampled amplitude values, calculated by 

integrating the seismic trace, passing the result 

through a high-pass Butterworth filter to reduce 

potentially introduced low-frequency noise (Bag et. 

al., 2008) 

 

Blending of Attributes 
 

The attributes were calibrated from the producer 

wells to the unknown locations to facilitate the gas-

sand characterization. For our purpose of study, we 

have considered wells with both water and 

hydrocarbon bearing sands. The gas charged sands in 

wells tend to show high values of sweetness than the 

surrounding shale and water charged sands, as 

evident from Fig.2, where Well-B at SD30 level is 

water bearing. Thus sweetness has manifested 

primarily in identification of gas charged sand 

distribution pattern within Daman Formation. 

 

On the contrary, Well-B has demonstrated high 

values of sweetness at SD10 level, which is again not 

a gas bearing zone as manifested from well testing 

data. 

 

 
Figure 3: Gas Sand vs. Water Sand response in 

Sweetness Attribute; Well-A: SD-30 (Gas 

Bearing), Well-B: Dry 

The use of RMS Amplitude contravenes this dual 

behavior of sweetness, which might have been due to 

tuning effect or other plausible reasons. Relatively 

High values of RMS Amplitude been observed in 

Gas-Bearing Sands as in case of SD30 in Well-A and 

SD40 in Well-C.  

 



 
Figure 4: Response of Sands on RMS Amplitude; 

Well-A: SD-30 (Gas Bearing)         

Well-C: SD-40 (Gas Bearing) 

As the sand in the Tapti-Daman area are 

predominantly high impedance sands, water bearing 

Sands exhibit comparatively high values of RAI, as 

in the case of SD10 and SD20 in Well B and Well A. 

But relatively low RAI has been observed in Gas-

bearing sands as in case of SD30 in Well-A and 

SD40 in Well-C. The response of RAI attribute has 

been demonstrated in Fig.5. 

 

 
Figure 5: Response of Sands on RAI Attribute;   

Well-A: SD-30 (Gas Bearing)         

Well-C: SD-40 (Gas Bearing) 

Analyzing the attribute responses in each case 

revealed high Sweetness value, high RMS amplitude 

and low RAI are being exhibited only by the Gas-

charged sands. Thus judicious combination of these 

three attribute responses may possibly lead us to 

explore significant hydrocarbon accumulation. 

.  

 
Figure 6: 3D Visualization of Geobodies 

These attribute analysis felicitated the urge of 

extracting the gas charged sands of the entire Daman 

Formation in B12-C26 area of Tapti Daman sector. 

Hence, RGB blending of Sweetness, RMS Amplitude 

and RAI was conducted, choosing judiciously the 

attribute parameters (High Sweetness, High RMS 

Amplitude and Low RAI). This has indicated 

presence of a number of extracted pays in form of 

geobodies, representing mainly the gas-charged 

channel sands, corresponding to different pay zones 

at different stratigraphic levels. Fig.6 depicts the 

extracted Geobodies, within the Daman Formation in 

the area. 

 

These geobodies, when tied with the well-lithology 

has provided exiting results, thus endowing the 

spatial and temporal distribution of gas charged 

sands, within Daman Formation as shown in Fig.7& 

Fig.8. 

 

 
Figure 7: Extracted Pay-Sand in Well-A  

Figure 8: Extracted Pay-Sands in Well-M 

Post Stack Acoustic Inversion 

Post-stack Deterministic inversion was carried out for 

B-12/C-26 Area. The analysis was carried out on the 

individual reprocessed seismic volume. Seismic to 

synthetic correlation was carried out for 28 wells 

situated at the centre of the seismic volume. A 

composite wavelet was extracted. This composite 

wavelet was used in the inversion process. Low 

frequency P-impedance model was built and model 

based inversion was carried out after selecting most 

suited inversion parameters to generate P-impedance 

volume. Quality check of inversion result was done 

by comparing inverted P-impedance and well P-

impedance in seismic frequency band. In general, 

reasonable match between both have been observed 

within the zone of interest. P-impedance section 

(Fig.9) along arbitrary line passing through Well-B 

(Dry at SD30 level) and Well-A (Gas Bearing at 

SD30 level) has displayed the desired results. 



 
Figure 9: P Impedance Section showing Low 

impedance at gas bearing zones; Well-A: 

SD-30 (Gas Bearing), Well-B: Dry 

Porosity Volume Generation 

 

Porosity volume within Daman formation was 

generated taking AI volume as external attribute. The 

density log of 23 wells were mathematically 

converted into porosity logs. These derived porosity 

logs were used as target log to produce porosity 

volume. Six internal attributes were used to predict 

target log by using multi-attribute regression analysis 

and the average correlation achieved was around 

65%. By applying Probabilistic Neural Network 

(PNN) (Fig.10), the prediction of multi attribute was 

further improved to 80%. 

 

 
Figure 10: Multi well correlation profile after PNN 

The analysis of volume matches very well with the 

existing hydrocarbon producing wells as well as blind 

wells which were not used for generating porosity 

volume. In general porosity development within 

Daman Formation is discrete in nature.  

 

The extracted geobodies were overlaid on the derived 

Porosity volume to endorse that the pay-sands are 

well within the high porous zones of the reservoir. A 

representative section of the derived porosity volume 

has been provided in Fig. 12, where the pay zone 

(SD-30) of Well-A exhibits high values of porosity. 

 
Figure 11: Cross-plot of actual porosity vs. predicted 

porosity 

 
Figure 12: Derived porosity Section showing High 

Porosity at gas bearing zones; Well-A: SD-

30 (Gas Bearing), Well-B: Dry 

For the purpose of understanding, the extracted pays 

has been displayed in Fig.13 with corresponding 

production-testing data. The study has facilitated in 

identifying prospective areas 

 

 
Figure 13: Extracted pays through Multi-Attribute 

blending 

Conclusion 

 

Predicting reservoir properties in Clastic environment 

with discrete sands especially in the Tapti-Daman 

area amidst of recent exploratory and development 

failures has been a challenge. Extracted geobodies, 

through RGB Blending of Sweetness, RMS 

Amplitude and RAI Attributes, representing 

proven/probable gas-charged pays, has also been 

validated by the generated P-Impedance and Porosity 

volume, being characterized by zones of Low 



Impedance and High Porosity. Delineation of these 

pays has considerably helped in converging to the 

hydrocarbon bearing zones to be explored further.  
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